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Abstract—With the evolution of World Wide Web
(WWW) 2.0 and the emergence of many micro-blogging
and social networking sites like Twitter, the internet has
become a massive source of short textual messages called
on-line micro-texts, which are limited to a few number of
characters (e.g. 140 characters on Twitter). These on-line
micro-texts are considered as real-time text streams. Online micro-texts are extremely subjective; they contain
opinions about various events, social issues, personalities,
and products. However, despite being so voluminous in
quantity, the qualitative nature of these micro-texts is
very inconsistent. These qualitative inconsistencies of
raw on-line micro-texts impose many challenges in
sentiment analysis of on-line micro-texts by using the
established methods of sentiment analysis of unstructured
reviews. This paper presents many challenges and issues
observed during sentiment analysis of On-line Microtexts.
Index Terms—Sentiment analysis, On-line micro-texts,
Natural language processing, Text Mining, Machine
learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
The sentiment analysis (SA) is defined as an application
of natural language processing in which automatic
extraction of writer‟s opinions is performed in a manner to
classify (positive or negative) and quantify his or her
feelings about the features (e.g. event, product, personality,
etc.) present in an electronic document [1, 2].
With the increase in e-commerce and blogging sites
during the early years of 2000 decade, the sentiment
analysis has drawn the interest of many computational
linguistic researchers The SA has gained an appreciated
performance regarding accuracy in the midst of the decade
of 2000. During this span of time, the raw textual data
were mostly scraped from e-commerce and blogging sites
in the form of unstructured reviews (e.g. Movies or
Products reviews). These reviews were quite consistent
enough regarding grammar and spelling. Hence the
sentiment analysis of such data is easy to perform and
rarely use any intense pre-processing steps to make the
raw feed consistent.
Copyright © 2017 MECS

In parallel, in mid years of the decade of 2000, some
new sources of information emerged in the form of microblogging and social networking sites. Due to this, the
internet becomes a massive source of short textual
messages called “on-line micro-texts”, which are limited
to a few number of characters (e.g. 140 characters on
Twitter). These on-line micro-texts are extremely
subjective and contain opinions about various events,
social issues, personalities, and products. The massiveness
and subjectivity of this enormously big source of data
have attracted most of the researchers working in the area
of Natural Language Processing (NLP), especially, in
sentiment analysis. However, despite being so voluminous
in quantity, the qualitative nature of these micro-texts is
very inconsistent. These qualitative inconsistencies of raw
on-line micro-texts imposed many challenges in the use of
established methods of sentiment analysis of consistent
textual information.
In early decade of 2000, since the e-commerce and
blogging sites were the primary source of information,
that‟s why sentiment analysis was performed offline,
without involving any intense preprocessing steps as the
texts were consistent enough. At that time, the sentiment
analysis favors classical methods of NLP such as
Heuristics, Rule Base approaches, chunking of opinion
phrases, Dictionary lookup, Parsing, POS tagging,
Statistical methods, etc. and involves following steps [1-4]:
(i) Identification of product specific features.
(ii) Identification of opinion words.
(iii) Determination of semantic orientation of
contextual polarity opinion words.
(iv) Determination of strength and polarity of opinion
words if modified by modifiers.
(v) Association
of
product
features
with
corresponding opinion words.
(vi) Summarization or overall ranking of the product,
based on the scores or strengths and polarity of
opinions corresponding to each feature identified
in the review.
By the mid of 2000 decade to till date, the microblogging sites (e.g. Twitter), instant messenger sites and
social networking sites become the largest source of
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 31-40
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information in the form of on-line micro-texts for
sentiment analysis. Unlike to sentiment analysis of
unstructured reviews, the sentiment analysis of on-line
micro-texts highly favors the Machine Learning (ML)
and Statistical approaches of NLP. Contrasting on-line
micro-texts with the nature of the textual reviews, these
on-line micro-texts are treated as real-time text streams,
which needed to be processed in real-time. Since on-line
micro-texts are very noisy, it is tough to analyze them in
real time.
In this paper, we tried to classify challenges associated
with the On-line micro-texts, because of which it is very
complicated to apply classical methods of sentiment
analysis as Heuristics, Rule Base approaches, chunking of
opinion phrases, Dictionary lookup, Parsing, POS tagging.
Furthermore, these methods are very time consuming and
due to which application of such procedures may affect
the real-time analysis process of on-line micro-texts.
However, the availability of huge amount on-line microtext on WWW justifies the success of ML and statistical
methods as well they also ensure fast processing with
respect to the classical methods of sentiment analysis.
A. Tweets as On-line Micro-texts
In a manner, to illustrate the challenges associated with
sentiment analysis of on-line micro-text, we take
Twitter‟s data (Tweets) as on-line micro-text. Twitter is
an on-line social networking site and a micro-text (microblogging) service, created in March 2006 by Jack Dorsey
and launched in that July 5. The obvious reasons for
taking Twitter data for our analysis are:
(i) Twitter is a most popular short message service.
(ii) It is voluminous and versatile collection of realtime data (150 million Tweets are generated per
day)
(iii) Despite some Twitter specific terminologies (e.g.
@, #), it also possesses very high with other
sources of micro-texts e.g. SMS, Instant Chat and
contents of other social networking sites.
(iv) In addition, due to the popularity of Twitter, a
spontaneous use of Twitter-specific terminologies
has been observed in other sources of micro-texts
too.
Tweets are the basic atomic building blocks of all
things in Twitter limited up to 140 characters [5]. Users
Tweets are also known more generically as "status
updates." Table 1 provides a quick and brief look up of
the terminologies and concepts related to Twitter.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II,
summarizes related work in area sentiment analysis in
general; however, some parts of this section are specific
to the work done for sentiment analysis of on-line microtexts. Section III explains the data gathering process.
Section IV specifically discusses the challenges
associated with the on-line micro-texts. Section V
provides result analysis of our observations on on-line
micro-texts. Finally, the paper concludes the observations
in Section VI.
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Table 1.Terminologies/ Concepts used in Twitter
Terminologies/
Concepts used in
Twitter
Tweets
@

#

RT
URL Shortener
DM

Description
Tweets are the basic atomic
building blocks of all things in
Twitter limited up to 140 characters
The @ sign is used to call out
usernames in Tweets
The # symbol, called a hashtag, is
used to mark keywords or topics in
a Tweet. It was created organically
by Twitter users as a way to
categorize messages.
An
abbreviated
version
of
"Retweet."
URL shorteners are used to turn
long URLs into shorter URLs
Direct Message

II. RELATED WORK
As discussed in previous sections, due to the rapid
growth in Twitter users, the numbers of tweets per day
are increasing drastically, and hence sentiment analysis of
tweets has gained more attention. This section describes
some of the pioneered work done for sentiment analysis
of Twitter‟s data. However, we present related work done
throughout the paper.
The sentiment analysis is not new for linguistic
researchers, but attention to fine-grained opinion mining
has increased after [6-11]. Many classical, statistical and
machine learning approaches have described in these
literature. An unsupervised approach is proposed in [11]
for the classification of movie or product reviews. In this
work, semantic orientation score of subjective phrases is
calculated using PMI values between predefined seed
words and the phrases. OPINE [10] uses web-based
search for computing Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
score between the phrase and meronymy discriminators
associated with product class using Equation (1), where
is fact and is discriminator.

PMI ( f , d ) 

(hits( f  d ))
(hits(d )hits( f ))

(1)

The OPINE approach is based on [11]. Use of
predefined rules and binary grammatical dependencies
for sentiment analysis is explored in [1] and [2].
Although, the work of [1, 7-9, 11] are amongst the
pioneered work in the area of sentiment analysis, but
since these works are mostly carried out on product or
movie reviews, hence they do not grab very well for the
sentiment analysis of on-line micro-texts. There are
various challenges associated with sentiment analysis of
on-line micro-texts, which prevent text mining people
from adopting these proven approaches directly without
major modifications.
Furthermore, due to the popularity of Twitter, in the
very last years of 2000 decade, many works were carried
out by researchers, which are peculiar to the sentiment
analysis of tweets. These research are mostly based on
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 31-40
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machine learning approaches. A distant supervisionbased approach using Naï
ve Bayes, SVM and Maximum
Entropy used in [12] for classification of tweets in
positive and negative sentiments. In this work, emoticons
such as “: ) and “(:” are used for creating training data
using Twitter API and learned data for following
combinations: unigrams and bigrams, unigrams and
bigrams and part-of-speech (POS) tags. Use of Twitterspecific features like hashtags (#) and emoticons with
POS tagged n-gram features is proposed in [12]. In this,
the sentiment analysis is carried out in two steps:
sentiment classification then polarity classification.
Target-dependent sentiment classification of tweets is
taken care in [13], this work utilized graph base
optimization for associating the target with opinion and
does classification using Support Vector Machine (SVM).
A method for alleviating data sparsity of Twitter data has
proposed in [14] which works for semantic smoothing of
tweets by extracting and associating the hidden semantic
concept with corresponding tweets and utilized methods
such as Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and
Laplace Smoothening for accomplishing the task. MOATwitteReader [15] is based on Massive On-line Analysis
(MOA) [16] framework. MOA-TwitteReader identifies
the changes in the frequency of most used terms and
classifies tweets in real time. This system utilizes the
concepts of incremental TF-IDF and Adaptive Sliding
Window (ADWIN).

III. DATA COLLECTION AND TOOLS FOR CARRYING
OUT OBSERVATIONS
We were collected 37,800 using Twitter‟s Search and
REST API [17] between 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM from 1st
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February to 5th of February 2015 for four very frequent
terms related to Indian politics about that time in India,
namely, “BJP” (abbreviation for “Bharatiya Janata
Party”), “NAMO” (used for “Narendra Modi”, Prime
Minister of India), “AAP” (abbreviation to “Aam Aadmi
Party”), and “Congress” . All tweets were collected in
JSON format and parsed for extracting various
information to correspond each tweet such as text,
hashtags (#), created_at, tweet_id, user_id, user_name,
etc. About 1000 tweets are selected randomly from every
day‟s collection in a manner to get a uniform
representative of the complete data collection. Finally, we
chose 5000 tweets to perform observations with a total of
79,502 tokens.
The observations were conducted by using various
popular tools, mainly NLTK [18], Python language [19]
and R [20] to analyze challenges involve in the analysis
of on-line micro-texts.

IV. CHALLENGES INVOLVED IN ANALYSING ON-LINE
MICRO-TEXTS
This section presents a discussion on challenges
involved in processing and analysis of on-line micro-text
(especially twitter‟s data). For this, based on our
empirical observations, we have categorized the
challenges as depicted in Fig. 1. Some challenges are
obvious and can be easily identified. Although, few of
these challenges have been already explored in many
kinds of literature [21-25] for example use of emoticons
and lingoes. However, some challenges are not very
obvious and can be explored and justified only by
performing intense experiments on the data. Some of
these challenges are described in detail in this section.

Fig.1. Classification of challenges associated with on-line micro-text

Copyright © 2017 MECS
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A. Platform Inherited Challenges
Platform Inherited Challenges are generated due to the
noises that are introduced in micro-texts by the use of
platform specific symbols and abbreviations. These
symbols and abbreviations are used for special purposes
in micro-texts. A brief description of some twitter
specific symbols is already mentioned Table 1. The use
of Twitter-specific symbols and concepts are now very
frequent in other sources of micro-texts also. Fig. 2
depicts a general construct of a tweet and showing all
possible noises by the help of boxes.
Although, the platform specific symbols, concepts, and
abbreviations are very informative in many senses (e.g.
used in graph-based optimization [13]), however, they are
also considered as major sources of noise. The processing
of these noisy texts imposes challenges in the syntactic
and semantic analysis of the text. Syntactic analysis is of
any text is crucial to exploit the grammatical construct of
the text.

Fig.2. Example of a tweet: 1@, 2 Abbreviation, 3 Acronym, 4 Special
characters, 5 Misspelled word, 6 Hashtag, 7URL

B. User Driven Challenges
There are various kinds of noises, which are very
common in the textual contents scraped from SNSs, blogs,
e-commerce sites, and SMS. These noisy texts required
intense pre-processing for normalizing them before their
actual use. Text normalization is a process of making unnormalized text consistent. Text normalization is very
essential for the analysis of on-line micro-texts Some
basic operations of text normalization include. converting
of all letters to lower or upper case, converting numbers
(dates, currencies, temperature) into words, removing
punctuation, expanding abbreviations, removing stop
words (the, of, to, for, from, etc.) using stop words list,
stemming, removing repeating characters (e.g. "I
looooove it!"  "I love it!"), lingo and slang resolving
(e.g. “l8ter”  “later”). The observation in [24] claimed
that 31% of Twitter data and 92% of SMS messages
needed normalization. Some basic user-driven noises are
described in the remaining part of this section.
1) Unintentional spelling errors
Unintentional spelling errors are those spelling
mistakes that are mistakenly made by writers of microtexts. The spelling error correction problem of on-line
micro-texts contains many similarities with the
conventional spelling error correction problem. These
spelling error correction problems include (i) non-word
errors such single-error misspelling and multiple-error
Copyright © 2017 MECS

misspelling and (ii) real-word errors such as contextdependent spelling error. The single-error misspelling
can be further divided into four different classes; Missing
of a letter (alphabet = alpabet), Addition of a letter
(alphabet = alphabete) and Single transpose (alphabet =
alhpabet) and single substitution (alphabet = alphabed).
The non-word spelling correction methods are generally
based on the spelling lexicon lookup method and the
raking of the all possible correct words corresponding to
the misspelled word. The ranking methods are further
based on certain similarity measures such as Skeleton
Levenshtein Distance (Edit Distance) [26] and
probabilistic measures [27]. For solving multiple-error
misspelling, Khothari et al. [28] utilized string based
similarity measure for computing similarity between two
strings.
2) Intentional spelling error
In our dataset, we observed many situations where the
writer does intentional spelling mistake. One of the
intentional spelling mistakes is the repetition of letters e.g.
"I looooove it!"  "I love it!”. Writers usually do
repetition of words to emphasize his or her utterance and
to express an intense feeling about the topic or event. One
of the obvious solutions for such noise is the removal of
the repeated letters until correct word will be formed. To
identify such words, we simply detected more than one
repetition of same characters in non-standard words.
3) Lingoes and Slangs
Nowadays the use of lingos (e.g. “gr8”  “great”,
“bcos because”, “gud good”) is very fascinating and
intentionally used by writers. However, this kind of
writing for a word imposes challenges in the processing
of the text. Letter-to-Phoneme (L2P) approach is
suggested in many kinds of literature for solving lingos
and slangs [29-31]. The CMU Pronouncing Dictionary
(CMUDict) [32] is a machine-readable pronunciation
dictionary contains over 125,000 words and their
transcriptions.
4) Use of Abbreviations and Shortening of Phrases
Due to the limitations of characters in SMS and microblogging sites, the use of abbreviation is very common.
Since we have collected our data set by making a search
on following terms namely “BJP”, “AAP”, “Congress”
and “NAMO”, that‟s why we have all tweets were having
abbreviations BJP (Bhartiya Janta Party) and AAP (Aam
Aadmi Party). However, the main concern of our
observation is to target those abbreviations that aren‟t
representing any standard entities like; Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), State bank
of India (SBI), United State (US), etc., but on those
which are shorten form of frequent phrases e.g.
ASAP”As soon as possible”. Generally, corpus lookup
is suggested for world-to-phrase mapping.
The abbreviation detection and resolution is a twophase task. First, is abbreviation detection and the second
is abbreviation resolution phase. The most popular
method for abbreviation detection is based on certain
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 31-40
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heuristics such as the continuous occurrence of
capitalized characters [33], use of bracket symbols [34].
Other methods include Part-of-Speech tagging, Rulebased, and domain specific corpus etc.
In on-line micro-texts like tweets, the conventional
methods of abbreviation are very hard to apply directly.
Furthermore, the frequent use of newly evolved
terminologies restricts the completeness of any corpus
and rule-based method. In addition, the use of
inconsistent grammar in on-line micro-texts limits the
exploitation of grammatical constructs for abbreviation
detection. To conduct our observation, we simply
detected abbreviations by utilizing a hybrid method,
which includes continuous capitalization detection,
bracket detection, matching of the manually crafted list of
frequently used abbreviations from internet and tweet
tagger [35].
5) Inconsistent Grammar
In sentiment analysis (SA), the grammatical
consistency of a text plays very important role. A
grammatically consistent sentence can be analyzed for
various issues in sentiment analysis such as; target and
sentiment association, semantic role labeling and
identifying grammatical dependencies. Due to the
inconsistency in grammar, many classical methods of
NLP do not suit in the processing of micro-texts.
However, machine learning approaches are doing well.
The voluminous availability of data justifies the success
of machine learning methods. While using machine
learning methods, short of binary dependencies and
ternary dependencies are also exploited by learning the
data in chunks of bigrams and trigrams e.g. “ not good”,
and “extremely very good” [2]. In our observation, we
identified that the problem in utilizing the grammatical
information or constructs is tough in micro-texts e due to
the excessive use of platform-specific conventions e.g.
use of hashtags, emoticons, URLs etc.
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everyone makes a comment on them. Such events also
produce a significant impact in the writing style of writers.
Since the popular events of the world also attract millions
of Twitter users, due which the rate of tweets increased
explosively. Such events impose a significant impact on
the accuracy and real-time compatibility issues of
sentiment analysis as long as on-line sentiment analysis is
concerned. We observe such event-driven issues in two
categories: (i) Evolutionary Terminologies (e.g. Hashtags)
and (ii) High Messaging Events.
1) Evolutionary Terminologies
Evolutionary terminologies are those terminologies,
which evolve with time and do not belong to any existing
dictionary. Such terminologies do not have past evidence.
However, these are highly motivated and evolved due to
recent occurrence of events or newly developed concepts
(e.g. recent version of any operating system). In Twitter
posts, these newly evolved terminologies and concepts
are represented by hashtags. Officially, these hashtags are
originated or constructed by any users [36], however, in
many cases, the hashtags are created and offered by some
official bearers of the hashtags (e.g. New channels, sports
channels, movies, etc. ) in a manner to invite comments
on it. The sentiment analysis of the tweets which are
having official hashtags is quite easy because all
comments can be specified by the hashtags. Whereas
those hashtags or terminologies that are created by the
users are not easy to unify, i.e. many user created
terminologies may represent the same event, concept or
personality as shown in Fig. 3. In this scenario, it is very
often to miss those tweets, which are discussing the same
idea or event and having a direct or indirect impact on
sentiment analysis of the particular topic under
consideration. Hence, it becomes very challenging to do
accurate
sentiment
analysis
with
nonstandard
evolutionary terminologies.

6) Excessive use of emoticons
An emoticon is a pictorial representation of a facial
expression e.g. “:)” and “:( “,. Writers usually use it to
express their feeling about the topic of discussion. The
main reason for using emoticons are their high
expressiveness and ease in using them. Of course, the
limitation of characters in micro-texts posts is also a
reason for the excessive use of emoticons. The use of
emoticons also introduces considerable noise in the text.
Despite inability in assigning any grammatical binding of
the emoticons with any other words in the micro-texts,
they still play an important role in the sentiment analysis
of a tweet or SMS. In that particular role, these emoticons
are used as sentiment polarity labels (i.e. + or - depending
on feelings they expressed) of the dataset and hence
provide a way of performing supervised learning. We
used ark-tweet-tagger [35] for detecting emoticons.
C. Event Driven Issues
There are many events, which are temporal and
evolutionary. Sometimes they become so popular that
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Fig.3. Hashtags representing the same concepts as #BJP

In our data, we get 453 distinct hashtags out of 6371
hashtags. We selected randomly 200 tweets, which are
having more than one hashtags including #BJP and
manually analyzed that there six more terms or hashtags
related to BJP as depicted in Fig. 3. Any comment made
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 31-40
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for any of these six terms, indirectly associated with BJP
hence for accurate sentiment analysis all seven terms
including BJP are needed to be analyzed.

demonstrate this diversity.
Table 2. Use of multiple languages in Tweets
Type

2) High Messaging Events

Type 1

As already mentioned the real-time compatibility is a
challenging issue for on-line sentiment analysis for doing
decision making in real time. However, there are some
events, which become extremely trendy for a very short
duration of time (e.g. final of football world cup and
Olympics) and draw the attention of millions of users
instantly, due to which is not possible to process them in
real time. Handling such explosive situations need very
fast processing and classification algorithms.

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Tweets
Modi wave is
every where
मोदी wave हर
जगहं है |
Modi lahar
har jagahn
hai
मोदी लहर हर

Type 5

D. Challenges Due to Nature of Data

1) Conversation and dialogue
In a conversation, a kind of joint participation in which
of two or more active participants communicates to each
other interactively, however, in the dialogue is the
conversation between two participants. It is hard to
analyze the conversations and dialogues as compared to
stories or other consistent texts.
Many time the On-line micro-texts, mainly Tweets
carried a conversational nature due to which it becomes
tough to associate topic of conversation as the time
evolve. However, due to the recent practice of including
hashtags by users reduces the complexity associated for
associating topic with the texts.
2) Challenges due to native topics and use of mixed
Languages
Undoubtedly, English is one of the most used
languages over Twitter; however, many times writers mix
their native languages as well as other languages with the
tweets. Additionally, many times writers write the
comments using transliteration. There are many
possibilities of writing in mixed languages. Some
combination of multi-language writing is given in Table.
2. The appearance of any foreign scripts makes the
micro-texts highly inconsistent. Dealing such issues in
real time is still very difficult and have low accuracy [32].
For the countries like India, where there is much
diversity in language and culture, it is very challenging to
make the micro-texts consistent when there is a frequent
use of multiple languages. India includes Hindi as the
national language and 29 regional languages (speaking
and writing both). This diversity in Indian languages is
also reflected in the tweets. Examples in Table. 2
Copyright © 2017 MECS

English
Hindi English mixed
(Hinglish)
Hindi written using English
script (Transliteration)

जगहं है |

Hindi

ম োদি মেউ
সর্বত্র হয়

Bengali (All other regional
languages in India)

3) Data Sparsity
Data sparsity is always being a challenge in the
training of sentiment classifier. Micro-texts particularly
Tweets produce highly sparse data because of the use of
evolutionary terminologies and noises. Despite increased
memory requirements by the sparse data, it compromises
with the information content of the dataset. Sparse data
increases the number of unnecessary features in the
training dataset. Textual data sparsity can be easily
eliminated by using NLP approaches [14] [37], such as
utilization of contextual information, use of syntactic
information and semantic smoothening [37]. However,
due to the excessive noise in the data, it is challenging to
make the data dense. The frequency chart in Fig. 4 shows
the statistics of term frequency of the complete data
collected by us. From the Fig. 4, it can be easily
concluded that the micro-texts dataset is a highly sparse
data.

60
50
Token Percentage

One of the ways to classify textual data is to do the
classification by the genre of the style of writing e.g.
story, technical writing, reviews, speech, blogs, short
messages and dialog or conversations. Each of these
styles of writing introduces a different kind of challenges
in the sentiment analysis because all of these styles hold a
different amount of consistencies within the text. For
example, stories are highly consistent with respect to the
short message. The conversation contains a different way
of understanding.

Language and remarks

40
30
20
10
0

Frequency Counts of Tokens
Fig.4. Frequency count of tokens

4) Data stream nature of on-line micro-texts
The on-line micro-texts such as tweets exhibit the
characteristics of text data stream. An on-line micro-text
can be observed as a vector of words, which are
generated continuously with the time. For simplicity, we
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 31-40
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can denote an on-line micro-text by( ) , which is a
dimensional
vector
of
words
[
] generated at time
as
shown in Equation (2).
(2)
t

Total No. of
tokens in all
tokens
4662
6371
1135
7823
2978
16891
1093
1387
2334
1845
832
79502

A. Tokens and Tweets Wise Result Analysis
The percentage of tweets having various types of
tokens is depicted in Fig. 5. This section presents tokens
and tweets wise description of our empirical observations.
96.32

12.22

10.52

Other Languages

Correct Words

22.68
Numbers

Other Symbols

24.62
Emoticons

17.88
Slangs & Lingoes

Stop words

Abbreviations

22.06

54.68

59.68
Misspelled

21.32

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

URLs

Recently, the on-line micro-texts, especially the
Twitter data have been utilized in many applications,
such as Named Entity Recognition (NER) [38] and
Sentiment Analysis (SA) [39]. The conventional NLP
tools that were trained on consistent text such as news
articles are inferior for the analysis of tweets. The named
entity classification in tweets is difficult because of
various reasons, for example, there is an excess of
distinctively named entity types in tweets, and the
infrequent occurrence of related tweets makes the data
insufficient for exploiting the context. Furthermore, the
capitalizations in tweets are less reliable. Both NRE and
SA have their specific necessities; however, the noise in
the data is the primary concern for both the applications.

5000

80.24

E. Application based challenges

Total

Hashtag (#)

As compared to the stationary data like stories, the
sentiment analysis on text data stream is difficult for
various reasons, for example, unlike to static data the data
stream is unable to store entirely in memory, due to
which it is needed to perform SA in real time.
Furthermore, the strength of sentiment for any event or
topic may changes with time in text data stream, whereas,
the sentiment strength in static data remains persistent.
The necessity of real-time sentiment analysis of on-line
micro-texts discourses the use of classical timeconsuming NLP methods used so far for sentiment
analysis of the static textual data. However, as mentioned
earlier, the machine learning approaches are now
becoming a dominating approach for sentiment analysis
of on-line micro-texts.

@
Hashtag (#)
URLs
Misspelled
Abbreviations
Stop words
Slangs & Lingoes
Emoticons
Numbers
Other Symbols
Other Languages

60.02




1, W 2, W 3 ........ W P 1, W P 

No. of Tweets
having types token
as mention in
1stcolumn
3001
4012
1066
2984
1103
4816
894
1231
1134
2734
611

Types of Tokens

@

t

W

Table.3. Types of tokens and their frequency count

Tweet ( % )

M 
P
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Types of Tokens

V. RESULTS
The main intention our experiment is to investigate the
challenges associated with the sentiment analysis of online micro-texts. Since we have considered the tweets as
an example of on-line micro-texts, we performed certain
observations on the Twitter data to verify the
inconsistency and noises present in the tweets, which
degrades the performance of conventional NLP tools for
the analysis of on-line micro-texts. Table. 3, provides the
statistics of the each type of tokens present in the
collected data. Column 2 and Column 3 of the table
shows the total number of tweets having such tokens and
the total number of each type of tokens present in the
complete dataset respectively.
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Fig.5. Percentage of tweets having various types of tokens

1) Spelling Errors
In our collected dataset, we identified that 1408 tokens
belong to unintentional spelling errors collectively, which
is about 1.77% of total tokens and 18.06% of tweets are
having this error. Furthermore, we identified 1121 tokens
with intentional spelling errors, which is about 1.41% of
total tokens and 15.84% of tweets are having this mistake.
We also added those errors in spelling errors, which are
not identified as slangs, lingoes, abbreviations and phrase
shorter forms. By adding them all, we observed that about
59.68 % of total tweets are having spelling errors of these
forms as shown in Fig 5. Finally, we observed that 10%
of total tokens are spelled wrong as shown in Fig 6.
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2) Lingoes and Slangs

6) Stopwords

In our data set, we identified 1093 tokens as lingoes
and slangs, which is about 1.12% of total tokens as
shown in Fig. 5. About 17.88% of tweets are having such
errors as shown in Fig. 6. Although there may be more
such errors but the identified errors are limited to our
methods and list to identify these errors. In our
experiment, most of unidentified lingoes and slangs were
added to the group of misspelled words.

The excessive presence of stop-words in any textual
data makes the data highly sparse, the same case exists
with the on-line micro-texts (e.g. tweets). In our collected
tweets, we observed the excessive presence of stopwords, which makes the data highly sparse and reduces
its credibility in the analysis. In our dataset, we find that
about 96.32 % percent of tweets are having stop-words
that share the 21% of total tokens.
B. Overall Analysis of Collected Data

6%
8%
41%

1%

10%

As shown in Fig.7, only about 11.0 percent of tweets
are not having any noise and hence does not require any
cleaning. We have observed that 40 percent of tokens are
standard words, and rest tokens are out of vocabulary. A
high percentage of erroneous tokens are observed as
compared to error free tokens as shown in Fig. 8.

4%

Nosie free
Tweets
11%

21%
1%

2% 3%

1%

@
2%
URLs
Abbreviations
Slangs & Lingoes
Numbers
Other Languages

Hashtag (#)
Misspelled
Stop words
Emoticons
Other Symbols
Correct Words

Noisy
Tweets
89%

Fig.6. Percentage of various noisy tokens with total tokens
Fig.7. Noisy V/s Noise Free Tweets

3) Abbreviations and Shortening of Phrases
We observed 435 distinct tokens of abbreviation and
shortenings types including our search terms e.g. BJP,
AAP and some very popular acronym e.g. MP (Member
of Parliament), LS (Lok Sabha), PM (Prime Minister), etc.
The repeated occurrences of these distinct tokens
summed up to 2978 tokens, which is about 4.0% of total
tokens and 22.06% tweets were having abbreviation(s) as
shown in Fig 5 and Fig. 6 respectively.

Erroneous
Tokens
60%

Error Free
Tokens
40%

4) Emoticons
In our data set, we identified 1387 emoticons, which is
about 2.0% of total tokens as shown in Fig. 6 and 1231
tweets were having emoticons in them, which about
24.62% of total tweets as shown in Fig. 5.
5) Twitter Specific Tokens
In our data, we get 453 distinct hashtags out of total
6371 hashtags. We observed that about 80% of tweets are
having hashtags. Furthermore, we get 4662 „@‟s with
3001 tweets having tokens starting with „@‟. We get
1066 tweets having URL in them. These observations are
depicted in Fig 5 and Fig 6.
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Fig.8. Percentage of erroneous and error free tokens

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated various kind of
noises associated with the on-line micro-texts, which
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 31-40
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introduce many challenges in the sentiment analysis of
on-line micro-texts. We classified these challenges
broadly in five different categories. The results of our
observations demonstrate that the on-line micro-texts are
highly noisy due to which is difficult to apply NLP tools,
which are trained by noise-free training datasets. The
classical NLP methods are also not applicable to these
data directly without having some specific modifications.
Furthermore, classical NLP methods are very time
consuming that is why they can be used in the real-time
analysis of on-line micro-texts. Recently, many
researches have shown a great success of ML approaches
over classical NLP approaches for the sentiment analysis
of on-line micro-texts.
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